
Unlock the Power of Paid Search in a 
Direct Response World 
MediaCom pens marketers guide to best practices 
in Paid Search. 

In 1998, Google averaged 10,000 searches a day, today it averages 3.5 billion.  
That’s a lot of data and a lot of interest. More importantly, it’s a behavioral shift from 
where we were less than 20 years ago. Google is a part of our everyday and searches are 
integral to the way in which we learn and navigate the vast amount of information that is 
available instantaneously at our fingertips. To truly understand how to best maximize this 
medium we must understand both the mechanics and behaviors that reside within it. 

This data can also be leveraged throughout the entire purchase cycle to raise awareness and consideration from relevant 
intent seekers; showcasing data insights, learnings and trends to be shared across channel. Search performs optimally 
when other media and/or social channels drive consumer interest, and effectively intersects and captures that demand.

Search Trends, a window into consumers behavior - the what and why 

What:    Gain insight into historical trends by analyzing brand search volume over a given timeframe to determine client seasonality.
Why:      The data is utilized to assist planning and search teams to accurately project monthly brand investment levels.

What:     Advertisers can identify both hourly and long term query trends impacted by a macro event on a brand.                                                   
Why:       These data trends assist in accurately projecting future opportunities to take advantage of brand query volume increases.         
  
What:     By analyzing query volume shifts, advertisers can identify and recommend fresh relevant content that is trending to their business.                                            
Why:       The goal is to proactively capture heightened consumer visibility and create relevant content to convert that interest into sales.    

What:     The Search volume index can be used as a benchmark to monitor brand health and understand consumer reception. 
Why:       Data is utilized to comprehend traditional media shifts and overall marketplace, informing the media buying strategy. 

What:     Gain insight into competitive brand and product interest by geography. 
Why:       By understanding historical seasonality performance, overall consumer appetite and geographical footprints, agency teams can            
                make well informed future forecasts. 
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Using Search to garner consumer insights and impact brand messaging strategy 

Various Search tools are available to conduct a Search Listening analysis and garner powerful consumer insights that will influence merchandising 
strategy, product prioritization and new content development. Traditionally, Search is briefed after the content strategy has been determined. 
Keywords and copies are then built. What if we used Search to instead inform the business and content strategy? Clients would then be able to 
reconsider their messaging and content strategy based on learnings from the Search listening analysis to align with actual interest. (continued) 

Want a copy of the full Search Playbook? Contact Chris.DOnofrio@mediacom.com. 



Search Auction Insights, a proxy for competitive pressure and impact 
to Brand CPC                           

Search Ranking and Quality Score, a gold mine of content gap identification 
and content strategy - impact on conversion rate and quality score 

A strong landing page experience is vital for the success of any direct response program across all media channels: landing page 
content is a key contributor to converting consumers. Search indicators such as paid search quality score and organic search 
ranking can provide direction where a brand may lack credibility and where a stronger content strategy is required. 

Auction insight tools are leveraged 
to closely track competitor pressure 
which has a direct impact on 
a client’s brand cost per click 
(CPC) and consequently cost per 
action. The trend data gauges 
competitor’s strategy shifts in real 
time to develop a counter approach. 
The approach includes content 
creation, development of multiple 
listing within the SERP along with 
proactively testing bid adjustments.  

Final Thoughts - Actively engaging your search team into broader 
strategic discussions can have immense benefit to overall result

Gain powerful insights into competitors merchandising strategy
The Shopping Price Benchmark report is a powerful business intelligence tool to understand the merchandising strategy of 
competitors and resellers. Reports depict up to 5 price benchmarks for products advertised by multiple merchants providing 
insights on how a brand’s product price compares to other advertisers offering the same product. These insights will in 
return be leveraged for campaign optimization, pricing strategy & to better understand consumer behavior.

Search can be a 
powerful insight 
generator. 

Search has implications 
that can and should be 
applied outside of search. 

Systems thinking requires a good 
understanding of how search 
interacts with other channels 
and media in the system. 
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